Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Orion Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The XO has another contraction in Sickbay

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::in Sickbay with the new XO::

AEO_Doyle says:
::Places 'Out of Order - Use Another' sign on the TL door, then gets up into the shaft and begins installing the new motor::

CSO_Lance says:
::is in Science relaying the latest data transmitted by the Wodeans::

CTO_Stelakh says:
::in Sickbay, awaiting the arrival of the AEO::

OPS_Wagner says:
::at her station, staring at data and trying to make sense out of them::

XO_JoRoss says:
:: starts screaming::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::is wondering if she wants children::

AEO_Doyle says:
*CTO*:  Sir, we've been having trouble with the turbolifts again. I may be a short time.

FCO_McRae says:
::decides he's too tired to walk to the bridge ::Computer: Beam me to the bridge.

CMO_Richmond says:
XO Ross:  Okay, Commander, push!

ASO_L`shan says:
:: at her post catching up on the past few days ::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::is now wondering if Dr. Richmond has ear plugs::::

CMO_Richmond says:
::trying very hard to ignore the screams::

OPS_Wagner says:
::rubs her forehead and reads the report once again::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*OPS*: Mr. Wagner, how are things going up there?  Everything running smoothly I trust

XO_JoRoss says:
CMO:  I am you ..... arrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr

CTO_Stelakh says:
*AEO*:   Understood, Sir.  I will attempt to ascertain the cause of the malfunctions in the interim.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::wonders if she is about to learn some new curse words::

CMO_Richmond says:
XO Ross:  That's it.   Keep pushing.......Push!!!!

CSO_Lance says:
*ASO L’Shan: Ensign, could you please do another scan of the system and relay the data to me?

OPS_Wagner says:
*CO*: Yes, sir. They are. I think.

CIV_Tpal says:
::Sits in room and comes to the realization that he should have been something other than civilian::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*OPS*: Very good, I have confidence you can handle this

FCO_McRae says:
::appears on bridge::

AEO_Doyle says:
*CTO Stelakh*: Just don't destroy the ship ::chuckles a little at the thought::

OPS_Wagner says:
*CO* thank you, sir.

CMO_Richmond says:
CO Jorgaenson:  Captain, I wouldn't say no to an extra pair of hands

XO_JoRoss says:
CMO: Todd I am trying OK...... ::pushes:::

ASO_L`shan says:
CSO: Yes, sir. :: does what she ordered her to do ::

FCO_McRae says:
::takes seat at helm, after removing Crewman Grease and sending him back to the shuttle bay::

OPS_Wagner says:
::looks around:: All: report.

AEO_Doyle says:
::Slides back into the Turbolift and gives the new motor a test:: TL: Sickbay.

CTO_Stelakh says:
::removes the access panel next to the computer and begins trace searches for all I/O activity on the terminal in the past week::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CMO: Well I do have two of my own, very well

FCO_McRae says:
::takes controls and flies casual::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::walks over::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::waits for directions::

CMO_Richmond says:
XO Ross:  You're doing fine, sir.  Just push when I tell you to.   You know the drill  ::smiles, then concentrates on his tricorder::

OPS_Wagner says:
::wonders if anyone heard her::

CSO_Lance says:
::finishes the report about the latest data and submits it to the Captain::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The CMO is near the XO's head....scanning her

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::makes the mistake of giving the XO her hand to squeeze::

OPS_Wagner says:
FCO: Report, lieutenant.

CMO_Richmond says:
CO Jorgaenson:  I need you to check on the babies.  I'll keep an eye on the Commander

AEO_Doyle says:
::Arrives in sickbay:: CTO Stelakh: Sir?

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CMO: Um, I will as soon as I get my hand back....

CTO_Stelakh says:
AEO:  I have begun input/output trace searches on this terminal in an attempt to ascertain if there has been any tampering.

XO_JoRoss says:
::shoots a dirty look at him:: CMO:  This is not my first child  ::grabs the CMO hard in the area most private::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the CMO's....er....family jewels get squeezed really hard as another contraction passes......

CMO_Richmond says:
::looks over to see the CO in about as much pain as the XO, and smiles broadly::  CO Jorgaenson:  Yes, sir

FCO_McRae says:
OPS: Report what, Ensign?

OPS_Wagner says:
FCO: Our status, sir. ::sighs::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the CMO goes down...in pain and a high pitched voice

CMO_Richmond says:
::does his Demis Roussos impression in pain::

CSO_Lance says:
*ASO L’Shan: I need those results, Ensign.

XO_JoRoss says:
CMO:  Do you understand Lt.JG.... I am in pain

AEO_Doyle says:
CTO Stelakh:  Have you had any luck thus far?

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::finally gets her hand back::      XO: Thank you

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The XO is still squeezing

CMO_Richmond says:
XO Ross:  Yes, sir......I think I.......understand now.........::tries to get up::

XO_JoRoss says:
CO:  Sorry

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::tries to help the CMO up::::

CTO_Stelakh says:
AEO:  I am awaiting results from the computer, Sir.

CIV_Tpal says:
::Starts Vulcan meditation::

ASO_L`shan says:
CSO: Yes sir. :: Sends her the results ::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::gets him semi-standing and checks on the babies::

AEO_Doyle says:
CTO Stelakh: You don't have to call me sir.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the CMO experiences a wave of nausea

XO_JoRoss says:
Self:  I am going to kill Harison for this

CTO_Stelakh says:
Computer:  Status on trace results.

FCO_McRae says:
OPS: Status is we're flying around.

CTO_Stelakh says:
AEO:  Yes, sir.

OPS_Wagner says:
::feels like banging her head on something. What's the fun in having the bridge when no-one talks to her::

CMO_Richmond says:
CO Jorgaenson:  Thank you  ::realizes that was a high pitched squeak, and coughs, this time to repeat in a lower tone::  Er, thank you, sir

AEO_Doyle says:
CTO Stelakh: Dammit!

CMO_Richmond says:
::starts to falter a little, holding his head::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CMO: The first one is crowning...   ::notes the CMO is not really paying attention and decides she is gonna have to step in and catch::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CMO: Never mind, I'll um, get this one.

Host Quchant says:
<Wodean> COM: Orion: Hello...welcome....person in charge

CSO_Lance says:
::receives the results from the bridge and cooperates them into the test she is running::

OPS_Wagner says:
::feels slightly ridiculous:: FCO: Thank you very much. Lieutenant.

CTO_Stelakh says:
::Arches a brow at the AEO::

CSO_Lance says:
*ASO L’Shan: Thank you. Could you please do a report for me if the Wodeans send in anything new?

OPS_Wagner says:
::looks up quickly:: COM Wodean: Greetings, sir.

XO_JoRoss says:
::starts to push::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::stands ready::        XO: One big push and I should be holding your, um     ::checks tricorder::

CMO_Richmond says:
CO Jorgaenson: Yes....sir  ::wretches, but holds it in::  I think I need to go to the toilet  ::runs out of sickbay::

ASO_L`shan says:
CSO: Yes, sir.

FCO_McRae says:
::plots course to weave a little, just to make it interesting and scare the crew a bit::

AEO_Doyle says:
CTO Stelakh: I'm going to go up to the bridge and run a diagnostic from the engineering console. Comm me the results of your current analysis when I get up there.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::thinks: great, I'm a starship captain not a doctor... oh wait, I'm a doctor too::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: ::smiles:: Your son

Host Quchant says:
<Wodeans> COM: Orion: Small human being made now yes?

CTO_Stelakh says:
AEO:  Sir, results have just arrived.

CMO_Richmond says:
::staggers back to join the captain::

CTO_Stelakh says:
There are no traces of tampering.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::catches the head and eases the shoulder out a bit, rest of the baby comes out in a rush::

OPS_Wagner says:
COM: Wodean: Yes, sir. Commander Ross is in process of giving birth.

XO_JoRoss says:
::one more push::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::baby screams bloody murder at being cold::

Host Quchant says:
<Wodeans> COM: Orion: Hatching young without shell...very strange

ASO_L`shan says:
:: chuckles at what the Alien said, realizes her emotions are getting in the way and returns back to work ::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::hands the baby to the doctor::

AEO_Doyle says:
CTO Stelakh: I'll have to start that diagnostic right away. ::Makes his way to the TL:: TL: Bridge.

CMO_Richmond says:
::takes the baby, and places it in it's crib, and wraps it in the relevant blanketing::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: Okay, that went well and it looks like your daughter is not waiting either, one big push and you will be a Momma three times over.     ::smiles::

OPS_Wagner says:
COM: Wodean: We sent you data on our biology, sir. But if you have further questions, I'm more than willing to help.

Host Quchant says:
<Baby1> Waaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa  ::translated as "put me back in...put me ...back in..."

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: Don't worry about the screaming, your son is just protesting being cold::

XO_JoRoss says:
::pushes again::

CTO_Stelakh says:
::Arches a brow and then heads for his office, pausing momentarily as he hears a baby wail in the next room::

XO_JoRoss says:
CO:  If I ever see my ex husband again I am going to kill him....

CMO_Richmond says:
::watches the Captain really getting into delivering these children, and wonders why she took promotion to Command::

XO_JoRoss says:
ARRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRrrrrrrrr

Host Quchant says:
<Wodeans> COM: Orion: Much welcome would be....you hatch young?

OPS_Wagner says:
::sighs and wonders what's happening in SB::

CSO_Lance says:
::has a smile on her face as she finishes up the last report then leans back in her chair::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: I understand     ::grins and catches, literally baby number two::

ASO_L`shan says:
:: can't stop chuckling at what the Wodeans are saying ::

OPS_Wagner says:
COM: Wodean: We give birth to our young. They grow to a certain size in our bodies, first.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: Wow!     It seems your daughter was in quite a hurry!

AEO_Doyle says:
::Arrives on the bridge and goes to the engineering console, and begin a diagnostic on the Sickbay computer terminals::

Host Quchant says:
<Baby2> WAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

XO_JoRoss says:
CO:  thank you....

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::hands off baby two to the doctor and retrieves baby one all warm and wrapped up::

OPS_Wagner says:
::looks up as Mike enters the bridge and smiles::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::puts baby one, the boy on her stomach and gets ready for the afterbirth::

FCO_McRae says:
::As he wipes the greasy fingerprints off the helm console, sends memo to Crewman grease to bathe before flying again::

CMO_Richmond says:
::repeats the exercise for baby 2::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::massages stomach a bit very gently but knowing it hurts like heck::

FCO_McRae says:
:;wonders if he can get the umbilical cord and the afterbirth::

AEO_Doyle says:
::Smiles back to OPS Wagner and continues diagnostic::

XO_JoRoss says:
CO:  Thank you

XO_JoRoss says:
CMO:  Todd are you OK I am sorry about before....

CTO_Stelakh says:
::Arrives in his office and settles behind his desk::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: I am sorry, it helps deliver the afterbirth       ::winces::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Time moves on a couple of hours.....Mother and babies doing well....communications with the Wodeans closed and the Orion heading back to Starbase

OPS_Wagner says:
::at her console, trying to work::

CTO_Stelakh says:
::Still at his desk::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::is spending time in the nursery playing with the babies, Todd has the bridge::

FCO_McRae says:
::optimizes course to SB 256::

CMO_Richmond says:
::sat in the Big Chair [TM] for the first time::

OPS_Wagner says:
::looks over at the CMO-in-charge and grins::

ASO_L`shan says:
:: thinks she thought the Wodeans were funny ::

XO_JoRoss says:
::sleeping and wakes up with a fright::

CMO_Richmond says:
::crosses his legs rather gingerly::

CSO_Lance says:
::in a conference with some Science officers::

CTO_Stelakh says:
Computer:  Compile communications logs between sickbay computers and all other terminals aboard ship for the past standard week.  Transfer results to Bridge Tactical.

FCO_McRae says:
::tries to shake the rest of the alcohol off::

XO_JoRoss says:
::looks around at the strange sickbay::

CTO_Stelakh says:
::Stands and heads for the bridge.::

CSO_Lance says:
*ASO L’Shan: Did you make that report I asked for?

AEO_Doyle says:
OPS Wagner: You're looking much better than the last time you were in command. ::smiles::

CMO_Richmond says:
OPS Wagner:  Time to arrival, Ensign?

Host Quchant says:
<Computer> CTO: Accessing


XO_JoRoss says:
<computer>:  What time is it?

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::looks up sheepishly since she's been monopolizing the babies::     XO: Um, would you like me bring them over?

CTO_Stelakh says:
::Enters the turbolift::

CTO_Stelakh says:
Lift:  Bridge.

CIV_Tpal says:
::Walks around the ship, decides to take a trip to Engineering::

Host Quchant says:
<computer> XO: ::gives time::

ASO_L`shan says:
*CSO*: Yes, I'm sending to you now. :: sends to her, and chuckles a little ::

OPS_Wagner says:
CMO: Approximately 4 days and 5 hours, sir.

CMO_Richmond says:
OPS Wagner:  Thank you, Ensign

XO_JoRoss says:
::Sits up and  looks at the CO:: CO: Yes Sir....

XO_JoRoss says:
::smiles::

CSO_Lance says:
::ends the meeting and starts to compile a complete department report::

OPS_Wagner says:
CMO: You are welcome, sir. ::smiles::

CMO_Richmond says:
::turns to face Doyle:: AEO Doyle:  Lieutenant, did you manage to repair the turbolifts?

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::brings over the babies, what an armful!::

FCO_McRae says:
::programs a major hull breach and warp core overload into his holodeck library, just to have something to do::

CTO_Stelakh says:
::Steps onto the bridge and smoothly to Tactical, relieving the officer there::

OPS_Wagner says:
::thinks the CMO is having way too much fun::

OPS_Wagner says:
::looks over to Stelakh and sighs::

AEO_Doyle says:
CMO Richmond: ::smiles:: Yeah. I just finished installing the new motor.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: They are cute as buttons and smell like baby powder now that they are all clean     ::the XO watches with amusement as the stolid CO's voice dissolves into mindless gibberish at the twins::

XO_JoRoss says:
::takes them from the Captain:: CO: Thank you... ::holds her twins, looks into their eyes and starts to cry::

CSO_Lance says:
*ASO L’Shan: Please inform me if anything unusual shows up on sensors, Ensign.

CTO_Stelakh says:
::calls up the computer logs he requested::

OPS_Wagner says:
CTO: Greetings, sir.

AMO_Kymar says:
::Quickly Runs to Sickbay realizing that he is running late::

CTO_Stelakh says:
OPS:  Ensign.

CMO_Richmond says:
AEO Doyle: Glad to hear it.  I don't plan on being stuck there again  ::smiles a little::

ASO_L`shan says:
*CSO*: Yes, sir.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The CMO's ..injury is still making him feel queasy

ASO_L`shan says:
:: does what she does best, scan ::

OPS_Wagner says:
::overhears CMO and AEO and smiles. Again.::

AEO_Doyle says:
CMO Richmond: I don't think that'll happen for a few more months. ::smiles::

CMO_Richmond says:
::turns back to face the viewscreen, and swallows hard::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: I'll leave you three alone      :: smiles and goes over to update the chart::



FCO_McRae says:
::finishes programming security locks on his logs.  New algorithms would require multiple computers to decode::

CSO_Lance says:
::sighs as she sees all the stuff she has to add to the report:: Self: The perks of getting a new XO...

CMO_Richmond says:
ASO L'shan:  Ensign, is there anything unusual on the sensors?

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*CMO*: How are you doing Mr. Richmond?

XO_JoRoss says:
CO: thank you Sir ::smiles at the CO:: For everything

CTO_Stelakh says:
::begins reviewing the data, and compiling it with correlations related to which personnel accessed the sickbay computer, from where, and when.::

OPS_Wagner says:
::rubs forehead.:: Self: I should be able to understand it, right?

ASO_L`shan says:
* CSO *: Nothing new.

CSO_Lance says:
*ASO L’Shan: Thank you.

CMO_Richmond says:
*CO Jorgaenson*:  Everything is running normally, captain.  How are the new arrivals?

AMO_Kymar says:
*CTO*: Any news on my Computer recognition problem sir?

FCO_McRae says:
::finishes his newest plan to try to take over the world::

XO_JoRoss says:
::kisses the forehead of each twin then gets up and places them back in the cots::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*CMO*: They are doing fine, their Momma has them at the moment.

OPS_Wagner says:
::wishes she could ask Kathryn for hints::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Blinky light [TM] on science board starts blinking

CTO_Stelakh says:
*AMO*:  Inquiries are continuing, Mister Kymar.



XO_JoRoss says:
::looks at her uniform and thinks what a mess I need to get changed::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*CMO*: I have updated the Commander's chart and am waiting for her to tire so I can get the babies settled again.

CMO_Richmond says:
*CO Jorgaenson*:  Glad to hear they're doing well, sir.  Richmond out.

AEO_Doyle says:
::Walks across to OPS Wagner:: OPS Wagner: Is it just me or does your complexion change between being at your station and in the Big Chair[TM] ?

AMO_Kymar says:
*CTO*: Thanks Sir, hope you come up with something soon

FCO_McRae says:
::completes the recipe for peanut butter that won't stick to the roof of one's mouth::

XO_JoRoss says:
::heads for the door of sick bay::

CIV_Tpal says:
::Decides to help Engineering out::

CMO_Richmond says:
OPS Wagner:  Is that a message, Ensign?

CTO_Stelakh says:
AEO:  Lieutenant Doyle, sir.  I believe I may have found the problem.

AEO_Doyle says:
CTO Stelakh: What is it?

OPS_Wagner says:
::feels like sticking her tongue out::

FCO_McRae says:
::tries to find his chi::

CIV_Tpal says:
::Enters engineering, remembering the Titan::

XO_JoRoss says:
:: Is just about out of sickbay heading to the TL and back to her quarters to a fresh uniform::

FCO_McRae says:
::assumes it's with his tequila bottles::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Blinky light [TM] on science board keeps blinking

CTO_Stelakh says:
AEO:  The connection between the Sickbay computer and the main computer core requires maintenance.

CSO_Lance says:
::adds another minor detail to the report then starts rereading it::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::notices a movement out of the corner of her eye::

FCO_McRae says:
::decides to answer the blinky light [TM] since no one else is::

CMO_Richmond says:
ASO L'shan:  Ensign, you have something on the sensors?

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: Commander, I can get you clothes from your quarters, you are not to leave until tomorrow

CTO_Stelakh (proximityalert.wav)

ASO_L`shan says:
*CSO*: Nope.

AEO_Doyle says:
CTO Stelakh: Alright.  *CIV T'Pal*: Could you take a look in Jeffries tube on deck 4? Somewhere around sub-junction three in tube three?

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Blinky light [TM] on science board keeps blinking

CMO_Richmond says:
CTO Stelakh:  Ensign Stelakh, can you find out what that is, please?

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*CMO*: I think you need to come back down here Doctor, we seem to have a problem with people staying in their beds.

OPS_Wagner says:
::looks over at the ENG console::

XO_JoRoss says:
CO:  Sir I have been down too long I need to get back to work

CIV_Tpal says:
AEO: Aye

XO_JoRoss says:
:;returns to bed::

CMO_Richmond says:
*CO*:  You may want to have a word with Mr. Kymar about that, sir

CTO_Stelakh says:
::Steps to the Science console and pulls up the alert::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the button the FCO actually hit started maneuver 47bMcRae alpha

OPS_Wagner says:
::shakes head at her crew mates'  antics and goes back to work::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: Dr. Richmond ordered 24 hours of rest, it’s out of my hands.    He even supercedes my authority in medical matters!

CIV_Tpal says:
::Heads to The Jeffries tube::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: people around the ship stagger all over the place as the ship begins to barrel roll

CMO_Richmond says:
*CO Jorgaenson*:  He is, after all , an expert in both medical and security measures......::smiles::

XO_JoRoss says:
CO:  Can I show you something.... Hand me a tricorder...

CMO_Richmond says:
::hangs on to the Big Chair [TM]::  FCO McRae: What was that?

CSO_Lance says:
::is satisfied with the report and submits it to XO Ross::

OPS_Wagner says:
::realizes she's hungry::

AMO_Kymar says:
::falls to the ground and bangs his head::

CTO_Stelakh says:
::falls, rolls across the deck, and into the Tactical console, where he pulls himself off the floor::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*CMO*: Suggestion noted Dr., just remember I do get my bridge back sometime      ::grins and you can hear it in her voice:::

CSO_Lance says:
::wonders why the ship is rolling around while she holds onto her desk::

AMO_Kymar says:
::Slowly gets up and notices he is bleeding:: Self: ouch, what the hell just happened?

OPS_Wagner says:
::holds on to her console and looks around:: Self: Uh-oh.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Stuff flies all over Sickbay...anything that is not tied down....

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::notes the rolling and secures the XO and her babies::

AEO_Doyle says:
OPS Wagner: I get the feeling I’m going to be really busy soon, so I gotta ask you now. Would you like to get something to eat later with me?  I'm no gourmet chef, but I think you'll be pleasantly surprised.

CMO_Richmond says:
*CO Jorgaenson*:  Aye, sir  ::smiles genuinely for the first time to the CO, although she is not there to see it::

CTO_Stelakh says:
::Staggers to his feet, using the tactical console for support and dripping green::

FCO_McRae says:
::glad he always remembers to buckle up.  Wonders who has been reprogramming his console::

OPS_Wagner says:
::looks up, surprised already:: AEO: Why, thank you, Mike. I'd love to. When?

AMO_Kymar says:
::Just as he stands up a tricorder flies over and smacks him in the head knocking him out::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: A hypospray flying across the room hits the CO instead of the first twin

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::self::   Ouch

CMO_Richmond says:
FCO McRae:  Mister McRae, get us back on course!

CIV_Tpal says:
::reaches desired area, thinking these tubes are too small::

AEO_Doyle says:
OPS Wagner: Around Seven.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Fortunately it didn't discharge

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::wonders what was in that thing anyway::

XO_JoRoss says:
::hand on:: CO: What the hell is going on?

OPS_Wagner says:
AEO: Tonight?

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::picks it up and secures everything else::

FCO_McRae says:
CMO: I don't know, someone seems to have re-programmed the helm controls.  That should have taken over science so I could check the blink light[TM].

CIV_Tpal says:
::Starts scanning

CTO_Stelakh says:
::looks down at his console and initiates tactical override of the FCO's station, then proceeds to stabilize the Orion::

AEO_Doyle says:
OPS Wagner: If you want to.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: Exactly what I would like to know!

FCO_McRae says:
::fixes course::

CSO_Lance says:
::leaves Science and enters the TL:: TL: Bridge.

XO_JoRoss says:
CO: Sir you need to be on the bridge

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Tactical board blinky light [TM] and the Science board blinky [TM] light both start blinking with the same warning

CMO_Richmond says:
AEO Doyle:  Doyle, work with McRae and level us off!

OPS_Wagner says:
:::smiles shyly:: AEO: Yes, that sounds wonderful. I'll be there.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*CMO*: What in the name of Hell is going on up there Mr. Richmond!?

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The TL with the CSO is stops

CMO_Richmond says:
CTO Stelakh:  Ensign, report!

CTO_Stelakh says:
::Returns flight control to the FCO and responds to the tactical alert::

XO_JoRoss says:
CO:  I am fit for duty and I can show you

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: I can't leave you alone, I will have to find someone to come down here while I make my way to the bridge

OPS_Wagner says:
::notices things are happening::

CSO_Lance says:
::staggers as the lift lurches to a halt::

Host Quchant says:
<Sickbay Computer Voice> Warning...environmental controls offline in main sickbay

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: I am sorry, its not my orders that count in this, you have to convince Dr. Richmond, not me.

OPS_Wagner says:
::does a quick system check:: Self: What the...?

AEO_Doyle says:
::Finally notices what CMO Richmond's said and gets to his console, trying to sort everything out::

XO_JoRoss says:
CO:  We need to get out of here

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The ship rights itself

CSO_Lance says:
*Bridge*: What the heck is going on up there?

FCO_McRae says:
::checks the helm program and discovers that someone has been tampering with his console assignments and maneuver bank.  Assumes it was crewman grease::

CIV_Tpal says:
::takes off panel showing the complex system of cables::

OPS_Wagner says:
*CSO*: It was an accident... I think.

CMO_Richmond says:
*CSO Lance*:  We're under control sir.....just a small navigational glitch

Host Quchant says:
<Sickbay Computer Voice> Warning...environmental controls offline in main sickbay.....life support now on emergency sickbay backup....2 mins until doors sealed

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::unstraps the babies’ float pads and the XO::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::helps all three out::

CSO_Lance says:
*CMO Richmond* That’s good to hear but could someone please get the TL working again? I am stuck here.

XO_JoRoss says:
::goes with the Captain::

XO_JoRoss says:
CO: Sir I can walk on my own....

CIV_Tpal says:
::quickly identifying the cables, sites to work on solving the problem::

OPS_Wagner says:
::giggles and immediately bites her fist to stop it::

CTO_Stelakh says:
::Looks up from his console, bleeding from the side of his head::

AEO_Doyle says:
::Activates an algorithm that begins to bring emergency power online all over the ship.::

CMO_Richmond says:
*CSO Lance*: Mr. Doyle assured me they were fixed, sir.  But I'll get him on it straight away.

AMO_Kymar says:
::Gets up dazed, blood still flowing down his face and wonders what is going on::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: Very well       ::lets go and helps her push the babies to the backup sickbay::

OPS_Wagner says:
CTO: Do you require assistance?

CMO_Richmond says:
AEO Doyle:  Lieutenant, Mr. Lance is stuck in one of your newly-repaired turbolifts.  Can you get on it, please?

CSO_Lance says:
*CMO Richmond* Thank you.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*CMO*: We have a problem down here, what happened to the environmental controls in Sickbay?

AEO_Doyle says:
::Runs across to FCO McRae:: FCO McRae: What happened?

CTO_Stelakh says:
CMO:  The main computer intends to initiate a Level One security alert.  All communication between Sickbay and the main computer core has ceased.

FCO_McRae says:
::sets helm console to Starfleet defaults until he has time to re-program it again::

CSO_Lance says:
::decides that she will have a talk with Engineering as soon as she is out of the TL::

XO_JoRoss says:
:;walks normally, one wouldn’t think that she had given birth a few hours ago::

AEO_Doyle says:
CMO Richmond: Right away. ::Curses as he remembers the shock absorbers weren't completely installed on the TL::

CMO_Richmond says:
CTO Stelakh:  Do we have intruders?

CTO_Stelakh says:
::scans Sickbay for life signs::

Host Quchant says:
<Computer Voice on Bridge> Gravitational failure on Deck 9

FCO_McRae says:
AEO Doyle: Someone has been tampering with my helm console settings and maneuver programs.  I'll check the logs to find out whom in a moment.

CTO_Stelakh says:
CMO:  Negative, Sir.  The computer has initiated alerts due to the failure of communications between itself and Sickbay, and interprets this as an intruder alert.

AEO_Doyle says:
FCO McRae: Alright.

CMO_Richmond says:
ATO Stelakh:  Red alert.

CTO_Stelakh says:
::initiates red alert::

CTO_Stelakh (redalert.wav)

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Deck 9 is sickbay....everything but the floating babies rises to the ceiling in zero gravity

OPS_Wagner says:
::curses in Romulan, quietly::

CSO_Lance says:
:.starts moving in circles in the lift::

FCO_McRae says:
:;checks audit logs for the helm console to see who has been playing with it while he was gone::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: I am going to take your word that you will stay put until the Doctor gets down here, please um, float quietly

CMO_Richmond says:
AEO Doyle/ATO Stelakh:  I want full engineering and tactical teams to sweep the ship....find out what's going on

AEO_Doyle says:
::Hears his console alert him to gravity failure, and goes up to it and gets gravity online again::

AMO_Kymar says:
::Floats up and bangs his head on the roof leaving a small blood stain::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::"swims" to the TL::

CTO_Stelakh says:
CMO:  Aye, sir.

XO_JoRoss says:
CO: Sir what is going on...........

AEO_Doyle says:
::Feels like he's going to break down::

OPS_Wagner says:
CTO: T'Kahr, do you require assistance?

XO_JoRoss says:
Self: Damn ship is falling apart...

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the babies start floating away from the XO

CTO_Stelakh says:
OPS:  I do not, Ensign.

CSO_Lance says:
::paces::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: I am about to find out.      Please stay here.      The babies need you right now and there is no one to help

OPS_Wagner says:
::nods and checks console again::

CMO_Richmond says:
Bridge:  And can someone try and find the captain!

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::goes back to "swimming"::

XO_JoRoss says:
Self:  Great that is all I need....

CTO_Stelakh says:
::sends security teams to sweep the ship for intruders, and begins full internal sensor sweeps::

FCO_McRae says:
::locks course and helm with personal codes.::

AMO_Kymar says:
*Bridge*: Can someone please unlock the sickbay doors?

CIV_Tpal says:
::Sees nothing wrong with the wiring::


CMO_Richmond says:
*AMO Kymar*:  Kymar, are you in there?

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the floating babies enter a TL .....and the XO can't reach them by the time the lift doors close

AMO_Kymar says:
*CMO*: Yes Sir

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::is glad part of her training was movement in null-g but notes the real thing tends to cause nausea::

CTO_Stelakh says:
CMO:  Site-to-site transport is active and available, sir.

FCO_McRae says:
CMO: Helm is locked on course.  I don't know what happened yet, but no one except me can access it now.

XO_JoRoss says:
Self:  this is nuts ::goes after the babies as they go past::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Internal comm system failure

AEO_Doyle says:
::Climbs down the TL shaft and installs the absorbers on the TL:: *CSO Lance*: Ma'am, the TL should be online again. Please try it out.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::gets in the TL::     TL: Bridge

OPS_Wagner says:
CMO: DO you want me to go down and try to get the doors going, sir?

CTO_Stelakh says:
::looks down at his station::

CMO_Richmond says:
*AMO Kymar*:  Ensign?  Ensign!

CTO_Stelakh says:
CMO:  Doctor, we have an internal communications failure.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the CO arrives on the bridge in normal gravity

OPS_Wagner says:
CMO: Should I go down and check?

FCO_McRae says:
*AEO*: Doyle: Where do you need help?


CSO_Lance says:
::looks up as the lift suddenly starts moving again::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the CMO still feels queasy

AEO_Doyle says:
::His algorithm should have artificial gravity kicking in again right about now::

XO_JoRoss says:
Self: What the hell??  ::bangs the TL door::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::falls to the floor::

CTO_Stelakh says:
CMO:  Request permission to report to sickbay immediately.

CMO_Richmond says:
::self::  damn ::sees the CO enter the bridge::  CO Jorgaenson:  Captain!

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::self:: Ouch

AMO_Kymar says:
::Starts banging on the doors::

CIV_Tpal says:
::Hits head leaving Jeffries tube::

CSO_Lance says:
::finally arrives on the bridge::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The TL the other side of the bridge opens...and two little antigrav units float out

AEO_Doyle says:
*FCO McRae*:  I don't know. I'm just trying to get one problem sorted out at a time.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CMO:     ::groans::      What are you doing to my poor ship????!

XO_JoRoss says:
::tries to get the TL doors open::

CMO_Richmond says:
OPS Wagner:  No, I need you here.  ::runs over to the CO::  CO Jorgaenson:  Captain?

AMO_Kymar says:
Anyone: Help, I’m trapped. Anyone out there? ::bangs his head again::

OPS_Wagner says:
CO: Permission to go to sickbay and help the ENG team, sir?


Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::gets up, feels like her entire body is bruised::

OPS_Wagner says:
::nods:: 

FCO_McRae says:
*AEO Doyle*: Let me know what you need.

CTO_Stelakh says:
::turns to the CO, green trails running down the side of his head::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Helm blinky light [TM] goes off

CMO_Richmond says:
CO Jorgaenson:  Hey, no fair.  This was McRae's fault, sir  ::smiles::

FCO_McRae says:
::checks blinky light[TM]:

CSO_Lance says:
::leaves the lift and sees the little antigrav units and quickly grabs them::

CTO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Captain, request permission to report to sickbay.  Before the comm failure there were still indications that crew were inside.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the XO opens the TL doors to an empty TL

AMO_Kymar says:
::sighs::

CMO_Richmond says:
OPS Wagner:  Is there not anything you can do from your station, Ensign?

FCO_McRae says:
::after unlocking helm of course::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: There is no environmental controls in Sickbay Mr. Wagner, take an EV suit      Also there is no gravity

OPS_Wagner says:
::curses again, as she sees the CTO bleeding::

AEO_Doyle says:
*FCO McRae* Go to my console at the back of the bridge and see if my program has brought gravity online again.

OPS_Wagner says:
CO: Aye, sir.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CMO: I'll take your word for it.          ::limps painfully to her chair::

CSO_Lance says:
::holds on to the babies:: CO Jorgaenson: Um, Captain....

AMO_Kymar says:
*Bridge* :Can you hear me, get me out of sickbay please

OPS_Wagner says:
::runs to the secondary TL::

XO_JoRoss says:
Self:: Oh No where are they

FCO_McRae says:
*AEO Doyle*: One moment, I've got a blinky light[TM] on helm.

CMO_Richmond says:
::helps the Captain to her chair::

OPS_Wagner says:
CMO: No, sir, unless you have any ideas?

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*AEO*: What is going on down there?????!

CSO_Lance says:
::tries to contact XO Ross but without success::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the anti grav units with the babies on....float past an amazed and slightly hung over FCO::

FCO_McRae says:
::Slaves Engineering console to check the program::

CMO_Richmond says:
OPS Wagner:  Sickbay, then ::nods to the Ensign::

OPS_Wagner says:
::gets and EVA suit and pulls it on::

FCO_McRae says:
::grabs a floating baby::

XO_JoRoss says:
::gets in the TL and hopes that she get to were they are::

AMO_Kymar says:
::Draws back his fist and punches the Sickbay Doors hoping they open::

CIV_Tpal says:
::At engineering::

OPS_Wagner says:
::nods to the CMO and smiles briefly::

AMO_Kymar says:
Self: Dang Doors

FCO_McRae says:
CO: impulse and warp are offline.  Also, something hit a nacelle.

OPS_Wagner says:
::gets into the TL, trying to get hold of her gravo boots::

AEO_Doyle says:
*CO Jorgaenson*: I'm in the TL shaft, ma'am! I can only do one thing a once!

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: One baby is with the FCO..the other with the CSO

OPS_Wagner says:
TL: Sickbay!

CIV_Tpal says:
AEO: The cables in that section seem fine.

CMO_Richmond says:
CO Jorgaenson:  Lieutenant McRae was attempting to pick up a message on the science console, and suddenly all of this happened.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::wonders how things could get so bad so fast and sighs then winces, everything hurts::

FCO_McRae says:
::Wonders what he is supposed to do with the little brat::

AEO_Doyle says:
*CIV T'Pal*:  What? Where are you?

AMO_Kymar says:
::Turns around and starts looking for a phaser or some kind of weapon to open the doors with::

OPS_Wagner says:
::murmurs something not nice about the computer::

FCO_McRae says:
::checks on the gravity algorithm the AEO was running::

CMO_Richmond says:
CO Jorgaenson:  I've ordered a full engineering and tactical sweep.  The computer seems to think we had an intruder alert.......

OPS_Wagner says:
::arrives at SB::

CSO_Lance says:
::sees the FCO awkwardly handling one baby and walks over:: FCO McRae: If I may?

CTO_Stelakh says:
::stands at his station, monitoring ship's conditions, then falls sideways without ceremony::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CMO: All this happened just from someone retrieving a message??

FCO_McRae says:
CSO: Please.

CMO_Richmond says:
CO Jorgaenson:  I don't understand it, either, sir.....

CSO_Lance says:
::takes the second baby, too::

FCO_McRae says:
*AEO Doyle*: No gravity at this time.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CMO: Has anyone checked to see if the circuits are cross-wired somehow?

AMO_Kymar says:
::Starts doing the backstroke::

OPS_Wagner says:
::checks the SB doors, no avail::

XO_JoRoss says:
::starts to cry, thinking that something bad may have happened to the twins:: Self; this would never have happened on the Elara

FCO_McRae says:
::starts to check the gravity generators and internal comm system::

CSO_Lance says:
CO Jorgaenson: Is there any way to reach XO Ross? I am sure she's frantic by now.

AEO_Doyle says:
*FCO McRae:* Keep working on it, Quinn. I'm trying to get down to Engineering. ::Crawls down to the TL shaft and gets out, and runs to Engineering::

CMO_Richmond says:
CO Jorgaenson:  Engineering are on it, sir.  FCO McRae:  Lieutenant, run a level 4 diagnostic on your console's circuitry

XO_JoRoss says:
<computer> Can't this lift go any faster

OPS_Wagner says:
::tries to open door::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CSO: I wish there was but the comms are all down.      We could try pounding on the walls in Morse code I guess       ::;laughs weakly::

CMO_Richmond says:
::smiles at Lt. Lance's comment::

Host Quchant says:
<Computer in TL> XO: Yes...do you want to implement security level 2 TL program?

AEO_Doyle says:
::Arrives in Engineering, and curses at the EO’s to start working::

CSO_Lance says:
::prays that the babies won't wake up:: CO Jorgaenson: Do you think I could take them to your ready room, sir?

AMO_Kymar says:
::"Swims" over to the weapon Store in SB and Uses his code to open it and get a phaser::

FCO_McRae says:
::sets diagnostic to run.  Goes to engineering console and starts to run tests on the gravity generators::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The CSO's worst fear is realized....

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CSO:   ::gestures::    Be my guest

CMO_Richmond says:
::notices Stelakh has fallen::  CTO Stelakh: Ensign!

XO_JoRoss says:
<computer>: Yes, just get there as quick as you can

AMO_Kymar says:
::"Swims over to the door and shouts:: Stand Back from the door

Host Quchant says:
<Baby 1 & 2> WAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

OPS_Wagner says:
::still at the door, swearing and using her superior strength to open it::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::self:: Uh oh

AEO_Doyle says:
CIV T'Pal: What were you saying about cables?

Host Quchant says:
<Computer TL> Implementing measure

CMO_Richmond says:
::runs over to Stelakh and sees the injury::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CSO: You grab one, I'll grab the other       ::sigh::

AMO_Kymar says:
Outside door: Last Chance, I’m gonna blow it open. Stand well back please

CSO_Lance says:
CO Jorgaenson: Thank you. ::quickly disappears into the RR::

CMO_Richmond says:
::gets out his tricorder::

OPS_Wagner says:
::jumps away from the door::

CSO_Lance says:
::hands one baby to the CO::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The TL increases speed to maximum and dumps the XO out on the floor doing 9 decks in less than a second

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::gently bounces a baby while waiting to find out why her ship all the sudden went nuts::

CMO_Richmond says:
CTO Stelakh:  Stelakh, can you hear me?

FCO_McRae says:
::wonders if he should go kick the gravity generators a couple of time to get them running::

XO_JoRoss says:
Self:  Great... Now where the hell am I

AMO_Kymar says:
::Points the phaser at the door and sets the power to Level 12 (Low Disrupt) and fires it at the sickbay doors::

CIV_Tpal says:
AEO: I said in my section there was nothing wrong with them, but I'm not familiar with the ship's wiring.

Host Quchant says:
<Baby 1> ::thinks really really hard::

CTO_Stelakh says:
::remains astonishingly quiet::

XO_JoRoss says:
::picks herself up::

CMO_Richmond says:
FCO McRae:  Where are those reports, Lieutenant?

CSO_Lance says:
::tries to calm the baby down and whispers a story to her::

CMO_Richmond says:
::tries to stop Stelakh's bleeding::


OPS_Wagner says:
::wonders what's happening in SB::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the XO is on the bridge...disorientated but there

FCO_McRae says:
::checks status of helm diagnostic::

OPS_Wagner says:
::bangs on SB door::

AEO_Doyle says:
CIV T'Pal: Okay. ::Runs to his personal console::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The CSO feels all warm down her front

CIV_Tpal says:
AEO:I could only check for damaged cables.

CSO_Lance says:
CO Jorgaenson: I'll better change her diaper.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::notices the XO has arrived::    XO: Your babies are safe, they somehow ended up on the bridge

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::gets her to a chair::

CMO_Richmond says:
::looks up to see the XO on the bridge::  XO Ross:  Commander!  How are you?

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::hands her the boy::

AMO_Kymar says:
::wonders why the phaser did nothing to the doors::

CMO_Richmond says:
::heals Stelakh's heads wound using the bridge Medikit::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the Sickbay doors open

AMO_Kymar says:
:Bangs on the door:: Outside: Can anyone hear me?

XO_JoRoss says:
::Sit up:: CO: Hmm made it before me :: takes the baby:: CMO: I am fine

OPS_Wagner says:
::stumbles into the SB::


CSO_Lance says:
::replicates a diaper and quickly changes the little girl:: Baby Girl: There you go, all dry again. Now I need to change, too. ::smiles a bit::

AMO_Kymar says:
::Notices OPS_Wagner standing there:: OPS: Hello sir

OPS_Wagner says:
::feels like screaming from all the adrenaline:: AMO: Let's get out of here!

CMO_Richmond says:
XO Ross: Glad to hear it...... CO Jorgaenson:  Looks like we have one or two minor injuries, sir.   I wonder how many were hurt......

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Gravity is still down on deck 9 (sickbay)

AMO_Kymar says:
::Tries his best to swim lower to the ground:: OPS: Trying

OPS_Wagner says:
::grabs AMO's hand:: AMO: C'mon!

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CMO: Well I know nothing but my pride was hurt but sure we have some injuries from the abrupt zero g

XO_JoRoss says:
CMO:  If it is alright with you I would like to get changed and back on duty so we can find out why the gravity on deck 9 when down

CSO_Lance says:
::watches as the baby falls asleep again on her arm::

AMO_Kymar says:
::"Swims" out of the SB door and into the TL with OPS_Wagner::

AEO_Doyle says:
::Starts hitting buttons on his console, then notices something very peculiar seeping from behind a wall panel::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: as soon as the CSO leaves the girl...<Baby Girl> WAAAAAAAAA

CTO_Stelakh says:
::remains unconscious::

CMO_Richmond says:
XO Ross: I concur.  Captain?  ::looks for the CO's approval::

OPS_Wagner says:
::grabs AMO'S shoulder to keep him down::

FCO_McRae says:
::runs through mental checklist of gravity generators.  Creates program to go through the shutdown and restart program, even though they are already down.  Runs the program::

OPS_Wagner says:
TL: Bridge.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CMO: As long as you clear her fit, that's your department Dr. Richmond, not mine

CSO_Lance says:
::heads back and picks the little girl up again:: Baby Girl: Shhh, little one, I am right here. I am sure your mommy will be here soon.

Host Quchant says:
<Computer> Main gravity generators are offline....

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Everyone...everywhere....floats

AMO_Kymar says:
::Notices the blood covering half his face and tries to stop the bleeding coming from his head::

OPS_Wagner says:
::tries to get out of the EVA suit::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::thinks: nuts::

AEO_Doyle says:
:Pulls the panel off the wall and sees that some neural gelpacks have busted. Picks one up.::  Self: It's been affected by some kind of virus.

CIV_Tpal says:
AEO: What's going on?

FCO_McRae says:
::glad he remembered to grab onto the console::

CMO_Richmond says:
CO Jorgaenson:  I want to get this matter resolved. I do feel somewhat responsi-  what the?

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
All: Looks like its time for swimming lessons again folks

XO_JoRoss says:
::thinks great::

CMO_Richmond says:
::starts to float::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: as the FCO's gravity restart program kicks in...the gravity comes back on

OPS_Wagner says:
::pulls off her uniform tunic:: AMO: Here.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Everyone falls

FCO_McRae says:
::waits for generators to kick back on::

CSO_Lance says:
::feels that she starts to float and keeps a firm grasp on the baby without hurting it::

CMO_Richmond says:
::falls the to the floor and lands unceremoniously on Stelakh::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
All: Grab things that are floating before they drop!

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
All: Never mind...

AEO_Doyle says:
::Sprints back to his console:: CIV T'Pal: No time to explain.    Computer: Begin a  full system purge, now!!!

FCO_McRae says:
::grabs floating stuff around him::

CIV_Tpal says:
Self: Always miss things when I'm stuck in a Jeffries tube::

Host Quchant says:
<computer> AEO: authorization required

CTO_Stelakh says:
::remains unresponsive and unconscious::

OPS_Wagner says:
::arrives on bridge, in her T-shirt and with AMO::

CSO_Lance says:
::plops unceremoniously to the RR floor but manages to keep the baby safe::

AMO_Kymar says:
::Smiles::

XO_JoRoss says:
:CO:  I need to find out what is going on sir this is driving me nuts

CMO_Richmond says:
::sees Kymar and Wagner arrive on the bridge::  AMO Kymar:  Ensign!  Are you alright?

FCO_McRae says:
::checks gravity on all decks::

AEO_Doyle says:
Computer: Authorization Doyle-Omega-REM

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: You aren't the only one Commander      ::sigh::

CIV_Tpal says:
::Thinks: Should I be nervous with everyone running around?::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: If you are cleared, you may look into this matter with my gratitude

OPS_Wagner says:
::drops EVA suit on the floor and runs to her station::

AMO_Kymar says:
::Gently Floats out onto the bridge but gives to much propulsion and smacks into the viewscreen increasing the bleeding from his head:: Self: That hurt

Host Quchant says:
<Computer> Purging Main computer systems...do you want all computer systems on the bridge restored to safe backup status?

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: We will take care of the babies until you return.

FCO_McRae says:
::deletes gravity startup program he just wrote from system and purges records of it::

XO_JoRoss says:
CMO:  Clear me for active duty

AEO_Doyle says:
Computer: YES!!!

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::wonders if a playpen on the bridge is feasible then assumes she must have landed on her head::

Host Quchant says:
<Computer> AEO: Purging all computer systems

OPS_Wagner says:
::sees CMO and CTO and groans::

XO_JoRoss says:
CO: Thank you sir...

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Everything all consoles...everything....goes dead...emergency lights come on

CMO_Richmond says:
XO Ross:  You're cleared, sir, but only on the basis that I have a full part in finding out what the hell happened here

XO_JoRoss says:
::looks at her self I need to get changed::

CMO_Richmond says:
::looks up as the emergency lights go on::


FCO_McRae says:
::steps back from console and tries to remember if he programmed this::

OPS_Wagner says:
Self: Oh, not again!

AMO_Kymar says:
::Stands up and brushes himself off::

XO_JoRoss says:
CMO:  then you are with me

AEO_Doyle says:
::Looks up at darkness:: Self: YES!!!! HAHAHAHA!!!

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Baby Girl and Boy exercise their lungs again

CMO_Richmond says:
XO Ross:  Aye, sir

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CMO: You have that right, consider it an extension of your bridge duty.

CSO_Lance says:
::is feeling uncomfortable in her wet clothing::

Host Quchant says:
<BG & BB> Waaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

CMO_Richmond says:
CO Jorgaenson:  Thank you, sir.  I intend to get to the bottom of this.

OPS_Wagner says:
::looks over at the prostrate CTO:: 

CSO_Lance says:
Baby Girl: Guess you are hungry, little one, huh?

Host Quchant says:
<Computer> AEO: Main computer system purged....beginning safe backup system restore....communication system online

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*CSO*: Lt., give me the babies and go get changed, I will handle them until you get back.

AMO_Kymar says:
::Sighs and sits on the floor::

AEO_Doyle says:
*CO*: Captain, everything's online again! We did it!

XO_JoRoss says:
*Engineering*: What can you tell me...


OPS_Wagner says:
::wonders if she should ask the CMO about the CTO. Decides she wants to see the next day::

FCO_McRae says:
*AEO Doyle*: I can't get readings on gravity yet, do we have it on all decks?

CSO_Lance says:
*CO Jorgaenson* I am fine, sir, but she's hungry I think.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*AEO*: Thank you Mr. Doyle, give the XO a full report please

Host Quchant says:
<computer> AEO: Impulse systems coming online

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: One by one the systems come online....and the consoles and the main lights come on

AEO_Doyle says:
*XO Ross*: The ship was affected by a virus, ma'am. I think our new friends are responsible.

FCO_McRae says:
::steps back over to helm to check course and diagnostic results::

XO_JoRoss says:
CMO:  We need to make one stop ::enters the TL:: <Computer> Deck 2

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*AEO*: Please send that also to Mr. Richmond

AMO_Kymar says:
::Gazes in wonder at his surroundings on the bridge:: Self: I always imagined it much bigger

CMO_Richmond says:
::follows the XO::

AEO_Doyle says:
*CO Jorgaenson*: Yes, ma'am.

CSO_Lance says:
*XO Ross*: Uhm, sir, I have your daughter here and she is rather hungry....

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::wonders if its too early to go to bed::

OPS_Wagner says:
::kneels beside the CTO and visually checks his status::

XO_JoRoss says:
*AEO*: Have you found out what kind of a virus we are looking at?

Host Quchant says:
<Sima> *XO*: MOMMMMMMMIE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!


Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::notes the CTO is down and wonders when that happened::

FCO_McRae says:
::begins to scour the helm control logs to find out who or what re-programmed his controls::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::goes over with the bridge medikit::

AMO_Kymar says:
::Walks over to the CTO and checks his head::

CMO_Richmond says:
*AMO Kymar*:  Ensign, I need you to see to Ensign Stelakh.  He had a bit of a fall

OPS_Wagner says:
::assumes the CTO is in heal trance::

CSO_Lance says:
::decides to replicate a bottle of milk::

CIV_Tpal says:
::Standing by the AEO and heard XO say something about a virus.::

AMO_Kymar says:
*CMO*: Already on it sir

AEO_Doyle says:
*XO/CMO*: It was a self-replicating virus that spread through our systems like wildfire.

OPS_Wagner says:
::moves away to make room for the AMO::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::gives the kit to the AMO::

XO_JoRoss says:
CMO:  I need to get changed can you get a full report from Mr. Doyle

CMO_Richmond says:
XO Ross:  Aye, sir.

AEO_Doyle says:
*XO/CMO* And sirs, it started in the communication systems.

Host Quchant says:
<Sima> *XO*: MOMMMMMMMY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

XO_JoRoss says:
*Sima*: Sweetheart what up?

CMO_Richmond says:
*AEO Doyle*:  Source, Lieutenant?

AMO_Kymar says:
::Grabs the medical Tricorder from the medikit::

FCO_McRae says:
::resets course toward SB 256::

CSO_Lance says:
::sits down on the ready room couch and starts to feed the bottle to the baby girl::

AMO_Kymar says:
::Starts scanning the CTO::

Host Quchant says:
<Sima> *XO*: The lights went out Mommy.....I'm scared

XO_JoRoss says:
::enters her quarters and get changed into her new uniform in less than two seconds::

OPS_Wagner says:
AMO: The Ensign might be in a heal trance. 

AEO_Doyle says:
*CMO Richmond* Todd, it was the Wodeans! They're the only people we’ve been in contact with that could've sent this virus!

CMO_Richmond says:
*AEO Doyle*:  The Wodeans?  How?

OPS_Wagner says:
AMO: You might want to let him rest in the sickbay.

CSO_Lance says:
::watches in fascination as the little girl is sucking eagerly at the bottle of milk::

XO_JoRoss says:
*Sima*: Is Clair with you, because I am kind of tied up at the moment

AMO_Kymar says:
::Nods to OPS:: OPS: I think so, he seems OK to me just a minor concussion. We had better get him to sickbay though

CSO_Lance says:
::wonders if she'll ever have kids herself::

AMO_Kymar says:
OPS: Can we get a site to site transport for him?

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::is falling asleep in her command chair::

AEO_Doyle says:
*CMO Richmond* They slipped it through with one of their messages. It rode piggyback and starting spreading.

XO_JoRoss says:
::exits quarters and looks at the CMO:  CMO:  Todd what can you tell me


OPS_Wagner says:
::nods:: *SB* Send a anti-grav stretcher to the bridge!

CMO_Richmond says:
XO Ross:  Commander, it looks like we have a bigger problem than we thought......

Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

      <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

